Functional role of the olivo-cochlear bundle: a motor unit control system in the mammalian cochlea.
A fiber optic lever is applied to the measurement of the motion of the basilar membrane motion in guinea pigs. In response to intense tones from either ear, the motion includes a substantial summating shift in the mean position in addition to a travelling wave originally described by von Békésy. His stroboscopic technique and most techniques used since have been concentrated upon measuring vibrations of the basilar membrane synchronous with the stimulus and have been insensitive to variations in the baseline position such as a summating component of motion analogous to the extracellular summating potential. In addition to the role of the outer hair cells in providing normal hearing sensitivity, they evidently play a role in regulating the mean position of the basilar membrane. For a fixed frequency, the polarity of the mean position varies systematically with sound level and place and summates with time since onset. Since these cells are the target cells for the olivocochlear bundle, homeostasis in the cochlea would appear to be linked efferent function and involve cochlear mechanics. The negative damping hypothesis asserts that hair cell activity is necessary for low thresholds. The results presented here demonstrate that OHC activity exists independent of neural thresholds. The discussion develops the concept that threshold losses are due to a mismatch of opposing tonic forces which normally maintain the mean position of the basilar membrane. Structure is examined in relation to function and the group of outer hair cells innervated by a single medial efferent neuron is identified as a motor unit. Implications of central control of individual motor units include peripheral involvement in selective attention tasks.